The multi-stage programming paradigm supports runtime code generation and execution. Though powerful, its potential is impeded by the lack of static analysis support. Van Horn and Might proposed a general-purpose approach to systematically develop static analyses by transforming an environmental abstract machine, which evolves a control string, an environment and a continuation as a program evaluates. To the best of our knowledge, no such semantics exists for a multi-stage language like MetaML.
Introduction
Multi-stage programming is a programming paradigm that supports runtime code generation and execution [20] . It helps programmers leverage partial evaluation and program specialisation techniques [8] to optimise the time and space consumption of evaluating programs [17] . Though powerful, its potential has been impeded by the lack of development aids such as code refactoring tools and stage-aware optimisers, for which we believe one key culprit is the lack of static analysis support. Our long-term goal is to design sound and decidable static analyses for a multi-stage language.
Recently, Van Horn and Might [26] proposed a generalpurpose approach to systematically develop static analyses by transforming a language's formal semantics, which we believe is applicable to multi-stage programming. This approach requires an environmental abstract machine, which evolves a control string, an environment and a continuation as a program evaluates. Using environments to archive variable bindings allows us to trace function calls in the machine's history. To the best of our knowledge, no such semantics exists for a multi-stage language.
In this paper, we study MetaML [23] , a functional multistage language that extends ML. We develop and prove correct an environmental abstract machine for MetaML by gradually refining the reference substitutional structural operational semantics. Our contributions are as follows:
(1) Refining substitutional semantics to environmental semantics is not straightforward for multi-stage languages. To bridge the gap between substitutional and environmental semantics, we leverage the concept of explicit substitutions [1, 3, 15] , which internalises how substitutions percolate through a term at the semantical level. We systematically replace the meta-language substitutions in MetaML with explicit substitutions, resulting in Explicit MetaML (Section 3).
(2) To more closely resemble the behaviour of environmental semantics, we refine how to represent functions and applications, i.e., what forms of lambda abstractions are applicable functions and how variable bindings are updated by applications, resulting in Suspended MetaML (Section 4).
(3) MetaML allows a variable to be bound to an open term. Thus a variable can be associated with a chain of variable bindings. We devise meta-environments, i.e., sequences of environments, to capture these possibly sophisticated variable bindings. We refine Suspended MetaML to Environmental MetaML by systematically replacing explicit substitutions with meta-environments (Section 5). For Environmental MetaML, we present its structural operational semantics, reduction semantics and abstract machine semantics.
(4) To evince the correctness of refining semantics, we explain how to rigorously model fresh variables (Section 6.1), uncover a global invariant on variable bindings (Section 6.2), and leverage three proof strategies to establish the equivalences of semantics (Section 6.3).
This development is depicted in the diagram below. It cannot be presented in full in this paper for lack of space. Interested readers may consult the first author's thesis [7] . Sec. 4 Sec. 5 [26] 2 Formal Semantics of MetaML
We first review the syntax of MetaML based on [24] .
Syntax
The terms of MetaML are defined as follows: t ∈ Term x, y, z, u ∈ Var n, i, j ∈ N t ::= x | t t | λx .t | ⟨t⟩ | ∼t | !t | n | t + t MetaML uses staging annotations to explicitly control the evaluation order of terms.
A code operation ⟨t⟩ indicates delaying a computation t. If a code operation evaluates to itself, it is a code value. For example, ⟨3 + 7⟩ evaluates to ⟨3 + 7⟩.
A run operation !t indicates executing a delayed computation t. For example, !⟨3 + 7⟩ evaluates to 10.
A splice operation ∼t indicates splicing a delayed computation t into the context of a delayed computation. For example, ⟨∼⟨3 + 7⟩ * ∼⟨3 + 7⟩⟩ evaluates to ⟨(3 + 7) * (3 + 7)⟩.
As explained in [24] , code, run and splice are analogous to LISP's back-quote, eval and comma respectively.
To explicitly regulate under what circumstances run and splice can eliminate code brackets, we introduce the concept of levels. The level of a term is the difference of the numbers of surrounding brackets and surrounding splices. For example, 3 in ⟨∼ ⟨3 + 7⟩ * 10⟩ is at level 2 − 1 = 1. We use levels to finely distinguish subclasses of terms:
A value at level i is a level-i term that represents a result of computation at its indicated level.
The denotable terms are terms that are substitutable for variables in the semantics. In particular, variables are denotable to represent renaming.
Properties. We elaborate a few observations from [19] about the syntax. Being a cornerstone for establishing the equivalences of semantics, these observations shall be carefully preserved throughout the process of refining semantics. First, the sets Term i contain strictly more terms as the level i increases. For example, the term ∼x can have any level higher than 0 and the term ∼∼x can have any level higher than 1.
Second, every term has a level. To make a conventional single-stage program multi-stage, we can experiment annotating the program with various combinations of staging annotations as long as the program remains at level 0.
Third, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the subclasses of terms and the subclasses of values. On one hand, a value at some non-zero level is a term at the next lower level. This justifies the semantics of run: if we have a level-i value ⟨t⟩, then t is a level-(i + 1) value but not necessarily a level-i value. Removing the brackets makes t a level-i term and allows it to reduce at level i. Although running happens only at level 0, this uniformity makes it clear that we can reason seamlessly about multi-stage programs at levels higher than 0 and 1 in the same way that we reason about two-stage programs. One the other hand, a term at some level is a value at the next higher level. We can always delay a computation by putting it into brackets. Fourth, a level-i value represents the result of a computation at level i. Hence a level-i value must be a level-i term. This corresponds to our intuition and later formalisation of level-indexed evaluation.
Substitutional Structural Operational Semantics
A substitutional big-step semantics for MetaML is presented in [24] . Since we derive a small-step abstract machine semantics, it is natural to start from an equivalent substitutional structural operational semantics as our reference semantics 1 .
The structural operational semantics comprises a family of level-indexed transition relations t i 1 −→ i t i 2 in Figure 1 . Not every term has a corresponding transition rule. There is no (ref-0) that reduces a variable at level 0, analogous to the fact that evaluating a free variable in a single-stage language is disallowed. There is no (splice-0) because a splice operation is always at some level higher than 0. There are no (lambda-0), (ref-(i+1)) and (num-i) because values are irreducible.
The (app-0) rule appeals to substitution. Though standard, we present its definition because it contributes to the process of refining semantics, especially to deriving Explicit MetaML. In case (4), FV (t) denotes the free variables of the term t. The environmental abstract machine that we are heading towards should correctly manage names without appealing to alpha-equivalence. We make the same design choice here.
(code-i)
where We define an evaluator that takes a program as its input and provides an answer as its output. Programs Prgm are closed level-0 terms. Answers Ans are observable results of evaluation.
eval Sub : Prgm ⇀ Ans
Example 2.1. To illustrate evaluation, consider the classic puzzle program !⟨λy.∼((λx .⟨x⟩) (λx .⟨y⟩)) 0⟩ 5 from [25] . Evaluating it yields code because:
where the redex of each step is underlined, accompanied by the name of the reduction rule on the right.
Explicit MetaML
Refining substitutional semantics to environmental semantics is challenging for multi-stage languages. Substitutional semantics model the process of performing substitutions implicitly at the meta-language level. For example, the (app-0) rule in Figure 1 reduces an application (λx .t 0 ) v 0 in one step to the result of replacing each free occurrence of the variable x in the term t 0 by the value v, denoted by t 0 [v 0 /x]. In contrast, environmental semantics keep track of variable bindings and replace variable references on demand. Unlike single-stage languages such as ISWIM [11, 12] , MetaML programs manipulate open code yet still respect lexical scoping, causing complication in modelling variable bindings through environments.
To bridge the gap between substitutional and environmental semantics, we leverage the concept of explicit substitutions [1, 3, 15] , which internalises how substitutions percolate through a term at the semantical level. As a result, the (app-0) rule becomes
where
= w] may take several steps to percolate through a term t, depending on how complex the term t is. We call the resulting dialect Explicit MetaML.
Syntax
We treat MetaML terms as source terms in Explicit MetaML. We define runtime terms, values and denotable terms for Explicit MetaML as follows:
We use "..." to represent the same expressions as in MetaML's syntax, and "✘ ✘ ❳ ❳ e Sub e Exp " to denote that the expression e Sub in MetaML's syntax is replaced by the expression e Exp in Explicit MetaML.
Like MetaML, Explicit MetaML ensures that a value at one level must remain a value at any higher level. To preserve this property in the presence of explicit substitutions, we distinguish between level-0 source lambda abstractions λx .t 0 and level-0 evaluated lambda abstractions λx .t 0 . We demonstrate the significance of this distinction after presenting the semantics. For brevity, we call λx .v i+1 a level-(i + 1) lambda value and call λx .t 0 an underlined lambda abstraction or a level-0 lambda value.
(lam-subst)
(subst-subst) Figure 2 presents the semantics of Explicit MetaML. We use · · · to represent the same rules as in the previous semantics. Most transition rules are the same as MetaML. The (lambda-0) rule introduces level-0 values. There is no equivalent of the (lambda-(i+1)) rule for underlined lambda abstractions because an underlined lambda abstraction is a value at any level. The (app-0) rule replaces the meta-language substitution [v 0 /x] with the explicit substitution [x := v 0 ]. The (inj-subst) rule says every substitution step counts as a computation step.
Figure 2. Structural Operational Semantics of Explicit MetaML

Structural Operational Semantics
The substitution transition relations −→ xi describe how explicit substitutions interact with other terms in the language. Each rule except (lamu-subst) and (subst-subst) corresponds to an equation of MetaML's implicit substitution ·[·/·] from Figure 1 . The (subst-subst) rule implies that only a substitution transition may happen underneath an explicit substitution. The (lamu-subst) rule accommodates the newly devised underlined lambda abstractions and is analogous to the (lam-subst) rule.
Example 3.1. To see the need for underlined lambda abstractions, consider the program (λx 1 
If we had not introduced the underlined lambda abstraction, its reduction would be:
At first, the boxed lambda abstraction is a level-0 value. However, after substituting x 1 , the boxed lambda abstraction reappears at level 1. We can apply the (lambda-(i+1)) rule to evaluate the body of the lambda abstraction at level 1. This violates the property that a value at one level must remain a value at any higher level, and eventually leads to an incorrect evaluation result. To avoid this, we make each level-0 lambda abstraction single-step to its underlined counterpart, which is a value at all levels. Thus by Explicit MetaML, we have:
We define an evaluator in terms of Explicit MetaML:
This evaluator is equivalent to the one defined in terms of substitutional structural operational semantics of MetaML.
Proof. See Section 6.3 for proof strategies for this proposition and the succeeding four propositions.
Suspended MetaML
To more closely resemble the behaviour of environmental semantics, we first reconsider how to represent functions. We refine what forms of lambda abstractions are functions as opposed to code. Conventional environmental semantics represent functions as closures. As a comparison, Explicit MetaML represents functions as underlined lambda abstractions. Motivated by the concept of closures [11] , we delay explicit substitutions that surround any level-0 lambda value until the lambda abstraction is applied.
We then reconsider how to represent applications. We refine how variable bindings are updated by applications. In conventional environmental semantics, when a closure is applied, the environment of the closure is extended with a new variable binding. Any previous binding for the variable is overridden. For semantics with explicit substitutions, to perform an application in an environmental manner, we promote the substitution for the lambda bound variable to the front and override any existing explicit substitution for that variable. That is, a level-0 application (λx .t 0 )[
We call the resulting dialect Suspended MetaML.
Syntax
Starting from the syntax of Explicit MetaML, we define runtime terms, values and denotable terms for Suspended MetaML as follows:
In Explicit MetaML, a level-0 lambda value λx .t 0 is a value at any level. Since Suspended MetaML no longer pushes explicit substitutions into an underlined lambda abstraction, a level-0 lambda value surrounded by explicit substitutions, (λx .t 0 )[x := w], is a value at any level. Another significant difference in Suspended MetaML is the introduction of the hatted lambda abstractionλx .t i+1 , which accommodates changes in semantics to perform applications in an environmental manner. We explain its necessity in more detail after presenting the semantics. Figure 3 presents the semantics of Suspended MetaML. The (app-0) rule is refined from the following rule:
Structural Operational Semantics
The above rule is semantically correct. However, we want to eliminate renaming in any level-0 application because conventional environmental semantics do not rename when performing an application.
Observe that if . We can prove that the condition FV (v 0 ) ∩ ( i {x i }) = ∅ is always satisfied when the (app-0) rule applies during evaluation of a program. This fact is discussed and justified in Section 6.2.
Figure 3. Structural Operational Semantics of Suspended MetaML
Since we want to ultimately develop an environmental operational semantics for MetaML, the (app-0) rule promotes the substitution for the underlined lambda bound variable to the front, superseding any existing explicit substitution for that variable. This behaviour resembles the updating of an environment in a conventional environmental semantics.
Suspended MetaML replaces Explicit MetaML's (lambda-(i+1)) rule with three (lambda-(i+1)) rules. To evaluate a level-(i + 1) lambda abstraction, if its body is not a level-(i + 1) value, we first apply the (lambda-(i+1)-t) rule to rename the lambda bound variable to a fresh variable and replace λ byλ to indicate such a renaming is in process. To prevent unnecessary renaming, it is important to check whether the lambda abstraction is already a value before renaming the lambda bound variable. Checking this is a deep syntactic operation in Suspended MetaML but becomes a shallow check in our abstract machine. Then we repeatedly apply the (lambda-(i+1)-r) rule to reduce its body to a value. Finally we apply the (lambda-(i+1)-v) rule to changeλ back to λ. Suspended MetaML forces this renaming to make the (app-0) rule sound with respect to Explicit MetaML.
The (lam-subst) rule only concerns levels higher than 0 because the level-0 case is covered by the (lambda-0) rule. There is no (lamu-subst) rule because the concerned term is a value at any level.
The freshness condition "x N is fresh" means that the variable x N does not appear in the current term being evaluated nor in the surrounding scope. A rigorous explanation of the freshness condition is presented in Section 6.1. The boxes highlight a critical mistake during evaluation. For the boxed application (λx .x)[y := n] ⟨y⟩, the condition FV (⟨y⟩) ∩ {y} = ∅ is not satisfied. The free variable of the operand ⟨y⟩, i.e., the variable y, clashes with an existing substitution [y := n] on the abstraction. Notice that the (locally) free variable y is bound by a lambda in the surrounding context. Generally, for a level-0 application, the operand can have free variables only as a result of performing an evaluation under lambdas at levels higher than 0. To avoid such variable clashes, whenever we go under a lambda during evaluation at a level higher than 0, we need to rename the lambda bound variable to a fresh variable:
For this boxed application, the condition FV (⟨z⟩) ∩ {y} = ∅ is satisfied.
We define an evaluator in terms of Suspended MetaML:
This evaluator is equivalent to the one defined using the substitutional structural operational semantics of MetaML.
Proposition 4.2. eval Sub = eval Sus .
Environmental MetaML
Suspended MetaML is peculiar in the sense that the toplevel structure of a lambda value surrounded by zero or more explicit substitutions is not immediately recognisable. 
We systematically replace cascaded explicit substitutions with meta-environments instead of environments. A metaenvironment 2 is a finite sequence of environments, among which the free variables of one environment are bound by the next environment. Evaluating a variable with a metaenvironment returns the lookup result of the variable in the first environment paired with the remaining environments of the meta-environment. For example, the boxed term is represented by pairing the variable y with the meta-environment (ρ 1 ; ρ 2 ) where ρ 1 = {(z, 0), (y, u)} and ρ 2 = {(u, 5)}. One small-step of transition returns the variable u paired with the meta-environment ρ 2 because ρ 1 (y) = u. Another step returns 5 because ρ 2 (u) = 5. We call the resulting dialect Environmental MetaML.
Syntax
Starting from the syntax of Suspended MetaML, we define runtime terms, values, denotable terms and configurations for Environmental MetaML as follows.
An environment ρ ∈ Env is a total function from the set of variables to the set of denotable terms with the restriction that only a finite number of variables do not map to themselves. An environment is denoted by listing all non-identity mappings {(x i , w i )}. The identity environment is denoted by ∅.
A meta-environment ρ * ∈ Env * is a finite sequence of environments. An empty meta-environment is denoted by ϵ.
A term paired with a meta-environment, t i , ρ * or λx .t 0 , ρ * , is called a closure. A level-0 lambda abstraction paired with a meta-environment, λx .t 0 , ρ * , is called a closure value. A closure that is not a value, t i , ρ * , is called a non-value closure. A closure makes its top-level structure immediately evident. For example, it is immediately recognisable that the top-level structure of the closure λx .t 0 , ρ * is a level-0 lambda abstraction λx .t 0 without having to dive into a cascade of explicit substitutions.
In a conventional single-stage programming language, for a closure consisting of a term and an environment, the term must be closed by the environment. Variable bindings in closures are more complicated in MetaML because an environment may bind a variable to an open term. As for a closure t, (ρ 1 ; ρ 2 ; ...) , the free variables of the term t are bound by the first environment ρ 1 , the free variables of the closure t, ρ 1 must be bound by the second environment ρ 2 and so on. In the end, the closure t, (ρ 1 ; ρ 2 ; ...) may even still have free variables, which are bound by its surrounding context.
The design choice of closures and closure values resembles the original interpreter of MetaML [25] . To ensure that any variable that has been eliminated by some substitution or renaming does not escape from the scope of the substitution or renaming, the interpreter uses a delayed environment called a cover. A cover works like a normal environment on non-function terms. If a cover encounters a function, the substitutions of the cover are delayed and are only performed on the result of calling the function. Analogously, in Environmental MetaML, environments on a level-0 lambda abstraction are delayed, as modelled by closure values. These environments work like normal environments on the result of applying the level-0 lambda abstraction. Figure 4 presents the structural operational semantics of Environmental MetaML. Unlike our previous dialects of MetaML, Environmental MetaML reduces configurations rather than (runtime) terms. The (app-0) rule models how to perform an application as updating the meta-environment, which completes the unfinished job of its counterpart in Suspended MetaML. The (run-0) rule executes a code value at level 0. The value v 1 must be paired with the initial metaenvironment (∅; ϵ) in order to make transitions at level 0. The (-env) rules specify how to evaluate a closure. The (lam-0-env) rule turns a closure into a closure value. The (lam-(i+1)-env) rule combines Suspended MetaML's (lambda-(i+1)-t) and (lam-subst) rules. To evaluate a lambda abstraction at a level higher than 0, before diving into its body, we must rename We define an evaluator in terms of the structural operational semantics of Environmental MetaML. To evaluate a program t, we first pair it with the initial meta-environment (∅; ϵ) to make it a configuration, and then pass it to the semantics:
Structural Operational Semantics
eval EnvSOS : Prgm ⇀ Ans
where init c (t) = t, (∅; ϵ) . This evaluator is equivalent to the one defined using substitutional structural operational semantics of MetaML.
Proposition 5.1. eval Sub = eval EnvSOS .
Reduction Semantics
Since a reduction semantics can be viewed as a concise representation of an abstract machine, we first develop a reduction semantics for Environmental MetaML. We define evaluation contexts to regulate where reduction may happen. An evaluation context E i j has an inner level i and an outer level j. The inner level i specifies the level of configurations that can fill the hole of the context. The outer level j is the level of the configuration produced by the context when the hole is filled.
The hole i i evaluation context can be filled by and will produce a level-i configuration. E i j [c i ] is a level-j configuration constructed by filling the hole of the evaluation context E i j with a level-i configuration c i . The levels i and j in an evaluation context E i j can be related in any of the following three ways: (1) i > j. For example, a level-0 configuration !⟨λx .x⟩ can be represented as
The definition of evaluation contexts is motivated by the structural rules of the structural operational semantics shown in Figure 4 . For example, the (code-i) rule says that a code operation at level i can be evaluated by reducing its operand at level i + 1. Since an evaluation context determines where reduction may happen, we may replace the (code-i) rule by an evaluation context ( [⟨ ⟩]) (i+1) i and allow any level-(i + 1) reduction to happen at the hole of the context. Figure 5 presents the reduction semantics. Each notion of reduction R i corresponds to one reduction rule of the structural operational semantics shown in Figure 4 . Only a few are presented due to space restrictions. The reduction relations −→ i respect performing any notion of reduction R j in an evaluation context E j i .
We define an evaluator in terms of this reduction semantics, which we call eval EnvRed . Its definition is analogous to that of the evaluator eval EnvSOS . In fact, these two evaluators are equivalent. 
Abstract Machine Semantics (MCEK Machine)
An abstract machine can be viewed as a concrete representation of the reduction semantics as it encodes a systematic strategy to break a configuration into an evaluation context and a redex. We develop an abstract machine semantics for Environmental MetaML based on its reduction semantics. An abstract machine models computation through state transitions. A machine state comprises a level, a continuation (i.e., an evaluation context) and a control string (i.e., a configuration):
The machine operates in four modes. Value mode v 0 represents that the level-0 value v 0 is the result of executing the machine. Reduce mode ⟨i, E i 0 , c i ⟩ r signifies that a proper notion of reduction can be applied to the redex c i . Focus mode ⟨i, E i 0 , c i ⟩ f indicates searching downward into the configuration c i for a redex to reduce. Build mode ⟨i, E i 0 , v i ⟩ b returns the value v i to the current evaluation context E i 0 . A machine state ⟨i, E i 0 , c i ⟩ unloads to the configuration E i 0 [c i ] regardless of its mode. We lay out the abstract machine semantics of Environmental MetaML in Figure 6 . We call it the MCEK machine, where M stands for multi-stage, C stands for control, E stands for environment, and K stands for continuation.
We define an evaluator in terms of the MCEK machine. To evaluate a program t, we first build a level-0 machine state in focus mode comprising the empty context , the program t and the initial meta-environment (∅; ϵ), and then pass it to eval MCEK : Prgm ⇀ Ans
where init s (t) = ⟨0, , t, (∅; ϵ) ⟩ f . This evaluator is equivalent to the one defined using Environmental MetaML's reduction semantics.
The MCEK machine is equivalent to our reference semantics for MetaML. The MCEK machine has more machine state transitions than strictly necessary. It is structured so that the each transition is determined by considering only one component of the machine state. Felleisen et al. [6] simplified abstract machines by (1) letting the machine exploit information from both the control strings and the evaluation contexts, and (2) fusing determined transitions. Adopting the same approach, we can simplify our MCEK machine analogously. For example, rules (b-appR-0) and (r-app-0) can be merged into one rule:
The MCEK machine is compatible with Van Horn and Might's framework [26] . We can augment the MCEK machine with a store and direct any structure of unbounded size through the store. After several transformations, the machine can be abstracted by restricting its address space and allocation strategy. With this primary point of abstraction, we get a sound and decidable control flow analysis, where the precision of the analysis is determined by the structure of the addresses used by the allocator.
Correctness
To evince the correctness of our approach, we explain how to rigorously model fresh variables, uncover a critical global invariant on variable bindings, and leverage three proof strategies to establish the equivalences of semantics.
Fresh Variables
In Suspended MetaML and Environmental MetaML, we informally used the freshness condition "x N is fresh" to mean that the variable x N has not occurred in the current term (or configuration) being evaluated nor in its surrounding scope. The freshness condition is intuitive to understand, but we must introduce additional machinery to model it rigorously. Doing so supports our correctness proofs.
Suspended MetaML
To track all variables in the term being evaluated and in its surrounding scope, we add a set of active variables, i.e., variables that are not fresh, to the transition relations −→ i and −→ xi of Suspended MetaML. For all rules, the active variable component is preserved between the premise and the conclusion. Furthermore, we change the (lambda-(i+1)-t) rule:
We make the same change to the (lam-subst) rule.
To apply the semantics to a program, the active variable set X is initialised to contain all variables of the program. A multi-step transition must update the active variable set X for each underlying single-step:
Environmental MetaML
We make the same changes as above to the structural operational semantics of Environmental MetaML.
For the reduction semantics, we first change every notion of reduction c i 1 R i c i 2 by adding a component for active variables:
We refine the freshness condition "x N is fresh" of the (conf-lam-(i+1)) rule to "x N X". Next we add an active variable component to the reduction relations −→ i :
where the active variable set X contains the variables that appear in the configuration E j i [c j 1 ] or its surrounding scope. An MCEK machine state contains all information needed to check the freshness of a variable: the current configuration and its surrounding scope are the control string and the continuation respectively. For the (r-conf-lam-(i+1)) rule, the freshness condition "x N is fresh" is refined to "x N Var(E[ λx .t i+1 , (ρ; ρ * ) ])" where the configuration λx .t i+1 , (ρ; ρ * ) is the control string and the evaluation context E is the continuation.
Well-boundness
MetaML sometimes binds variables to open terms. We uncover a global invariant on variable bindings, which we call well-boundness, that justifies reordering explicit substitutions in Suspended MetaML to perform applications in an environmental manner.
Suspended MetaML
For any subterm t i 11 of a program t 0 1 during evaluation, we want to ensure that all its free variables are bound in its surrounding scope. Suppose t i 11 −→ i t i 12 . The (subst-subst) and (lambda-(i+1)-r) rules preserve the invariant that the free variables of t i 1 must be bound by either explicit substitutions or by hatted lambda bound variables in the surrounding scope. To keep track of the variables bound by these two means, we augment the transition relations −→ i and −→ xi with two more components U and V. The new relations have the form U; V ⊢ t −→ i t ′ and U; V ⊢ t −→ xi t ′ . The variable set U tracks free variables of the term t (and the term t ′ as well by a property) that are bound in the surrounding scope by explicit substitutions or hatted lambda bound variables. The variable set V tracks those bound by hatted lambdas due to their special interest to the well-boundness judgement that is introduced soon.
Almost all rules merely propagate U and V. For the (lambda-(i+1)-r) rule, we have: That is, when diving into the body of a hatted lambda abstractionλx .t i+1 1 , we update the variable set U to record that any free appearance of the variable x in the term t i+1 1 must be bound by its surrounding scope, and in particular, the variable set V, to record that such a free variable must be bound by a hatted lambda bound variable.
For the (subst-subst) rule, we have:
(subst-subst) That is, when making a substitution transition underneath the outermost explicit substitution [x 2 := w 2 ], we update the variable set U to record that any free appearance of the variable x 2 in t i 1 [x 1 := w 1 ] must be bound by its surrounding scope.
Well-boundness Judgement and Properties. Using the well-boundness judgement in Figure 7 , we formalise the global invariant that the free variables of any subterm of a program during evaluation must be bound by either explicit substitutions or by hatted lambda bound variables in the surrounding scope.
Suppose t 11 is a subterm of a program t 0 1 during evaluation. We immediately have ∅; ∅ ⊢ t 0 1 wb. Observe that a sub-derivation of ∅; ∅ ⊢ t 0 1 wb must be the derivation of U; V ⊢ t 11 wb for some variable sets U and V. The variable set U tracks all free variables of the subterm t 11 that are bound in the surrounding scope. We observe the following property that gives an upper bound on the free variables of a well bound term.
The variable set V in U; V ⊢ t 11 wb tracks the free variables of the subterm t 11 that are bound by hatted lambdas in the surrounding scope. Suppose t 11 is an application (λx .t 0 )[x i := w i ] v 0 that is reducible by the (app-0) rule. Since the (app-0) rule is not a substitution transition, it cannot be applied under any explicit substitution. Thus the free variables of v 0 must be bound by hatted lambdas in its surrounding context, which are tracked by the variable set V of the judgement U; V ⊢ (λx .t 0 )[x i := w i ] v 0 wb. By the definition of the well-boundness judgement, we have x i V. Hence the condition FV (v 0 )∩( i {x i }) = ∅ is satisfied, which guarantees the correctness of the (app-0) rule.
The well-boundness judgement cooperates well with the multi-step transition relations −→ i * . The second property says the former is preserved by the latter.
As a corollary of the above properties, multi-step transitioning preserves the closedness of runtime terms.
Environmental MetaML
Consider the structural operational semantics of Environmental MetaML. As in Suspended MetaML, we track lambda bound variables when diving into the body of a higher level non-value lambda. In contrast to Suspended MetaML, we never make transitions underneath an environment. Thus we only need to track lambda bound variables in the surrounding scope. The new relation has the form V ⊢ c −→ i c ′ . It says the free variables of the configuration c (and the configuration c ′ as well by a property) must be bound in its surrounding scope by lambda bound variables, which are tracked by the variable set V.
Well-boundness Judgement and Properties. The augmented transition rules and the well-boundness judgement for Environmental MetaML are analogous to those for Suspended MetaML. We omit their definition for lack of space. Interested readers may consult the first author's thesis [7] .
For the well-boundness judgement U; V ⊢ c wb, the variable set U tracks all free variables of the configuration c that are bound in the surrounding scope, and in particular, the variable set V tracks those bound by higher level nonvalue lambdas. 
Proof Strategies
Our equivalence proofs can be categorised as (1) equating two structural operational semantics, (2) equating a structural operational semantics and a reduction semantics, and (3) equating a reduction semantics and an abstract machine semantics. In the following exposition, for the sake of simplicity, we pretend small-step transitions are defined on terms rather than configurations. Our strategy for equating two structural operational semantics is motivated by the bisimulation proof method [14, 16] . Our strategy for equating a reduction semantics and an abstract machine semantics is extracted from the proof of the equivalence of the CC machine and a substitutional reduction semantics for ISWIM in [6] .
Equating Two Structural Operational Semantics. To prove the equivalence of a structural operational semantics for language A (defined by the transition relation −→ A ) and a structural operational semantics for language B (defined by the transition relation −→ B ), construct a bisimulation relation ≃ between their terms that has the following properties. Equating Reduction Semantics and Abstract Machine Semantics. To prove the equivalence of a reduction semantics (defined by the reduction relation −→) and an abstract machine (defined by the state transition relation −→ abs ) of the same language, first define a translator T to unload machine states to (runtime) terms. Then prove the following two propositions. 
Related Work
A variety of operational semantics [7, 9, 10, 13, 19, 21, [23] [24] [25] have been developed for variants of MetaML or its extensions, each with some goal in mind. Taha et al. [23] modelled a core subset of MetaML and their call-by-value (CBV) environmental big-step semantics is the first well-known implementation semantics for MetaML. Taha et al. [24] presented a more concise CBV substitutional big-step semantics, which is less implementation-oriented and more suitable for reasoning, but did not establish its equivalence to the existing implementation semantics. We started from this substitutional big-step semantics and made a firm connection to an environmental semantics by stepwise refinement. To justify the optimisation of some MetaML implementation, Taha et al. [19] presented a call-by-name (CBN) substitutional reduction semantics, and established its equivalence to a CBN substitutional big-step semantics. They addressed the known challenges for establishing the equivalence of the CBV substitutional big-step and reduction semantics, but they did not do the equivalence proof. Ge [7] proved their equivalence on the way to deriving a substitutional abstract machine, the MK machine. To soundly add effects, delimited control in particular, to a two-stage language, Kameyama et al. [9] studied how to translate the staging away. Their source language λ α 1v is a two-stage restricted variant of the multi-stage language λ α [22] . They translated the source language λ α 1v (with a CBV substitutional reduction semantics and without effects) to an unstaged target language, System F, where they used tuples to represent environments in the future stage. Work on deriving abstract machines from interpreters [2] and abstracting interpreters [5] may be applicable to multi-stage programming, but each requires a correct environment-passing interpreter.
Conclusion
"You can eat an elephant one bite at a time. " Through several intermediate semantics, we systematically refined our reference semantics for MetaML to an environmental abstract machine, the MCEK machine, and proved their equivalence. The MCEK machine shall shed new light on static analysis of multi-stage programming. Particularly, to design sound and decidable static analyses for MetaML, we plan to apply Van Horn and Might's framework [26] to the MCEK machine. That "good theory leads to good tools" [18] is our belief.
